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Introduction & Motivation
● Through the use of SVMs and Deep Neural Networks, we classified and predicted 

preferences, interests, habits, opinions, and fears of young people.



Problem Formulation & Lit Review
● Data set: https://www.kaggle.com/miroslavsabo/young-people-survey
● Based on : Sleziak, P. - Sabo, M.: Gender differences in the prevalence of specific 

phobias. Forum Statisticum Slovacum. 2014, Vol. 10, No. 6. [Differences (gender + 
whether people lived in village/town) in the prevalence of phobias.]

● Sabo, Miroslav. Multivariate Statistical Methods with Applications. Diss. Slovak 
University of Technology in Bratislava, 2014. [Clustering of variables (music 
preferences, movie preferences, phobias) + Clustering of people w.r.t. their interests.]



Proposed Solution
● We trained a Deep Neural Network to perform regression and use the mean squared 

error evaluation as our scoring function.
○ For all groups we predict all the other groups

■ Ex. Predict Movies based on Music, Spending based on Personality, etc.

● Further we use multi-class SVMs to perform classification.
○ For some pairs of groups we classified different columns based on a group.

■ Ex. Classify how much you like shopping malls (Spending) based on Personality, Comedy 
(Movies) based on Music, etc.

○ For some pairs of columns we classified one based on the other.
■ Ex. Classify How much money you save (Spending) based on how early you get up (Personality), 

etc.



Data Description: Young People 
Survey - Kaggle
- All participants were of Slovakian nationality, aged between 15-30.
- 1010 data entries
- Data (scale of 1-5)

- Music preferences (19 items)
- Movie preferences (12 items)
- Hobbies & interests (32 items)
- Phobias (10 items)
- Personality traits, views on life, & opinions (57 items)
- Spending habits (7 items)
- Demographics (4 items)



Questions in Survey



Results & Discussion



Group, Group Regression



Group, Attribute Classification

Finance = I save all the money I can

Movies = I really enjoy watching movies.

Music = I enjoy listening to music

Personality = I believe all my personality 
traits are positive.

Fun with friends  = Socializing



Getting Up = I find it very difficult to get up in the 
morning

Elections= I always try to vote in elections

Unpopularity = I will find a fault in myself if 
people don't like me.

Personality = I believe all my personality traits 
are positive.

New environment = I can quickly adapt to a 
new environment

Attribute, Attribute 
Classification



Interesting Results
● We can best predict spending habits based on personality and vice verse.

○ We can best classify view of personality based on spending habits (61%)

● We can best predict demographics based on personality.
○ We can best classify # of siblings based on personality (53%).

● We can best predict music based on hobbies.
○ We can classify if you like fast or slow music with 58% based on hobbies.

■ How much you like music is easy to classify for any hobby.



Questions?


